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ABSTRACT 
In peer-to-peer video systems, most hosts will retain only a small portion of a video 
after its playback, not only because a video usually is very large in size, but also because 
serving a video request takes a significant amount of communication bandwidth. This 
presents two challenges in managing video data in such systems: {1) how a host can find 
enough video pieces, which may scatter among the whole system, to assemble a complete 
video, and {2) given a limited buffer size, what part of a video a host should cache. In this 
thesis, we address these problems with a new distributive file management technique. 
In our scheme, we organize hosts into many cells, each of which is a distinct set of hosts 
which together can supply a video in its entirety. Because each cell is dynamically created 
and individually managed as an independent video supplier, our technique addresses the 
two problems, video lookup and caching, simultaneously. First, a client looking for a 
video can stop its search as soon as it finds a host that caches any part of the video. 
While this dramatically reduces the search scope of a video lookup, advanced peer-to-
peer file search techniques can now be used for more efficient video lookup. Second, 
caching operations can now be coordinated within each cell to balance data redundancy 
in the system. We have implemented a Gnutella-like simulation network and use it as 
a testbed to evaluate the proposed technique. Our extensive study shows convincingly 
the performance advantage of the new scheme. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
A typical video server can support only a very limited number of concurrent video 
streams because sustaining a video stream takes substantial communication bandwidth. 
This problem is known as server bottleneck in video-on-demand systems. Exploring 
multicast can effectively relieve this bottleneck, as shown by many approaches proposed 
in the last decade, such as Batching [13, 14, 2], Patching [23, 5, 19, 40, 4], Hierarchical 
Merging [15, 16, 17]. These techniques can significantly improve the server throughput 
while keeping the average service latency low. Unfortunately, they are multicast-based 
and can be applied only in networks with the presence of IP multicast. 
For video distribution over today's Internet, where the deployment of IP multicast 
has been slow and especially, the receiving ends are in vastly different network domains, 
the concept of Peer-to-Peer computing provides another means of tackling the server 
bottleneck problem. The idea put in a simple way is to allow hosts to share their 
services and computing resource directly. In a peer-to-peer video system, a host can be 
served by any other host that has the video it requests. Later this host can supply the 
video data it caches, if any, to serve future requests. Unlike in the centralized server 
architecture, a service requester here can contribute its disk space and communication 
bandwidth to the entire community, rather than being just a burden to some service 
provider. When a video can be supplied by many hosts from different network domains, 
the server bottleneck problem can be avoided by streaming the video to its requesters 
from those hosts through different network paths [42, 10, 9, 38, 11, 45, 47, 50, 22]. 
The strength of a peer-to-peer video system relies on the effective aggregation of 
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communication bandwidth and disk space contributed by its participating hosts. Ideally, 
after a host downloads and plays back a video, it caches the whole video and becomes a 
supplier of this video. In reality, however, very few hosts are willing to retain a complete 
video and supply it back to the community. This is not just because a video is usually 
very large in size, but also because serving a video request takes a significant amount 
of communication bandwidth, which seems to be more concerned by users. Most likely, 
a user wants to use the bandwidth for its own interest rather than serving other peers. 
As reported in [39], 253 of hosts in Gnutella are simply free-riders, i.e., they provide 
no data back to the community. In the remaining 753 of hosts, 73 of them offer more 
data than all of the other hosts combined. It also shows that most hosts contribute less 
than lGB of its disk space. Thus, even for those who keep a video in its entirety, they 
will recycle the occupied disk space soon after they start to download other videos. 
Apparently, a peer-to-peer video system cannot simply rely on the few hosts that 
cache videos in their whole to serve all video requests. Otherwise, it will create the server 
bottleneck problem just like in central server architecture. To materialize the advantage 
of peer-to-peer computing, a host should be allowed to participate in providing video 
services as long as it caches some amount of video data, instead of a whole video. For 
this purpose, a video management technique must be in place to address the following 
two problems: 
• Video lookup: How can a host find the video pieces that can complement each 
other to make a complete video? Such video lookup could be very expensive. As 
the hosts caching video data may scatter around the whole network, a large scope 
of the system may have to be searched in order to find enough pieces to assemble 
a complete video. As a simple solution, a client can first send out inquiry packets 
with a small TTL (Time-To-Live) value to its neighbors. If the segments found can 
not make a complete video, the client starts a new round of search by increasing 
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the TTL value of inquiry packets. This process is repeated until the search scope 
is expanded deep enough to cover all necessary pieces. Obviously, the search scope 
of a video lookup is dictated by its requester's distance to the host that holds the 
last missing piece of the video. This host, unfortunately, is the furthest one among 
all supplying candidates. 
• Video caching: For a host with a limited buffer size, which part of the video 
should it cache? This is another crucial question. If every host caches or deletes 
video data in the same sequence, e.g., always from the beginning or the tail of 
a video, then a video could become extinct from the community, even though a 
large amount of video data is still being retained in the system. Clearly, without 
some coordination mechanism, the system may end up with a large number of 
redundant video segments but only a few critical ones scattering among the hosts. 
Streaming these critical segments from a scarce number of hosts will again create 
the server bottleneck. 
A possible solution to the above problems is using some super node for centralized 
video management. The super node maintains a list of hosts and the information about 
the video data they cache. To retrieve a video, a host contacts the super node, which 
then gives a list of candidates who can supply the video. Each host also negotiates 
with the super node about what data to cache or delete. This Napster-like solution, 
however, is not scalable. When the system involves a large number of hosts and videos, 
maintaining the caching status for each video, which can be updated very frequently, 
imposes an overwhelming workload on the super node and can easily bring it kneel down. 
This architecture also presents a single point of failure. Although fault tolerance may 
be achieved by deploying a set of geographically distributed management nodes, com-
plicated consistency checking may be required. Also, the management-related network 
traffic will further increase because every caching operation performed in the system 
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would require to contact and update multiple places. 
In this thesis, we assume a pure peer-to-peer system without any global or regional 
super nodes and present a fully distributed video management technique. The key 
element of our technique is the concept of cell, which is defined to be a cluster of 
hosts which together can supply a complete video. Each cell is created dynamically 
and managed individually. The advantages of our technique are twofold. First, a host 
requesting a video can locate a complete set of video pieces from its nearest host that 
caches some part of the video. Thus, the search scope is dramatically reduced. Second, 
caching video data can be coordinated at cell level so that less redundant video data will 
be considered in higher priority. Likewise, when deleting video data, the most redundant 
will be expunged first. While such coordination maximally protects the video integrity 
of a cell, it causes very minimal communication overhead because our scheme splits a 
cell whenever possible to limit its size, i.e., the number of its member hosts. 
We note that existing research in peer-to-peer video services focuses mainly on the 
following two video streaming problems: (1) how to build a video distribution tree and 
avoid creating network bottleneck [42, 10, 9, 38, 11, 45], and (2) how to aggregate the 
communication bandwidth of low-end hosts to stream a video at its regular playback 
rate [47, 50, 22]. In contrast, our focus in this thesis is on video management, another 
essential component of peer-to-peer video systems. Since our cell can be configured to 
support video streaming, we believe our technique can complement the existing work in 
building a highly scalable peer-to-peer video system. 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Some more related work is 
discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we introduce our Cell technique. In Chapter 4, 
we present our simulation study. Finally, we give our concluding remarks in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 
There has been significant research work on efficient lookup service and storage in 
peer-to-peer systems [36, 34, 37, 12, 27, 28, 44, 7, 43, 48]. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, none has discussed how to look for a file that could be dynamically broken 
into many pieces residing on different hosts. The existing searching techniques implicitly 
assumes that each file is an atomic unit, i.e., it is either cached by a host in whole, or 
not at all. In our case, a host can cache, at its own discretion, any part of a video. Thus, 
a client requesting for a video may have to assemble it from many individual pieces 
scattering around the entire system. To look for all necessary parcels, one may modify 
Gnutella's breadth-first search algorithm to comb through every host within certain 
distance by setting query's TTL value. However, the network traffic generated by this 
approach increases exponentially with respect to the search scope, which could be very 
large here because of the scattering of video parcels. Setting a proper search scope could 
be very challenging. We can start from a small one and then expand it step by step 
until all necessary pieces are covered. This, however, may cause neighboring hosts to be 
queried again and again. On the other hand, if the search scope is set too large, a large 
number of hosts may be queried unnecessarily when a complete video can be found just 
nearby. 
We note that our answer to the problem of video lookup is not a new file search 
algorithm, but a distributive file management technique. Our strategy is to minimize 
the lookup scope and more importantly, make it possible to apply existing advanced 
search techniques for video lookup. In other words, exhaustive breadth-first search 
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should not be the only option for searching a set of supplying peers. As we will see 
shortly, with our approach, those techniques developed for the efficient search of atomic 
files can now be used to search a video, which may be broken into many small pieces 
and cached by different hosts. Thus, from this aspect, what we present in this paper is 
not just a video management scheme, but also an enabling solution. 
We now look at the issue of video caching. Caching has been used in various ways 
in video-on-demand systems: 
• Caching at proxy server [18, 35, 41, 20, 51, 33, 49, 29]: The proxy server can cache 
a small portion of popular videos (e.g., prefix, suffix, or selective) and provide them 
to local clients directly. Thus, the remote video server just needs to transmit only 
the missing parts of a video. 
• Caching at client site [42, 24, 25, 11]: In this case, a client uses a small disk buffer 
to cache video data from its on-going video stream and forwards it to new requests. 
The data in a client's cache is updated with a FIFO mechanism as its video stream 
flows through. 
• Caching at network edges [46, 6, 3, 8, 26]: Videos can be cached at network edges to 
reduce their distance to receiving ends. The hosts caching videos, called Caching 
Agents [46], form a video distribution network. When a client requests a video, it 
will be directed to and served by a nearest agent. The caching agents usually are 
powerful servers and cache videos in their entirety. 
The work most related to ours seems to be proxy caching collaboration [31, 1, 32]. 
The idea is to cache popular videos, either in their whole or partially, in a cluster of 
proxy servers deployed in a local network. Caching coordination among these proxies is 
done through a centralized server which has full knowledge of the caching information on 
each proxy. We note that proxy caching aims at reducing the network communication 
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and the server workload. When a client cannot find a segment in any local proxy, it can 
always request from the remote central video server. In contrast, there is no such central 
server in our environment. Our caching technique is designed to maintain the existence 
of a video by balancing its cache redundancy in a system where the available storage 
capacity fluctuates dynamically. In addition, proxy caching collaboration runs on top of 
a set of static and pre-defined proxy servers. In our scheme, the member hosts in a cell 
are selected dynamically and we do not use any centralized caching coordinator. 
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CHAPTER 3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE: CELL 
3.1 System Design Goals 
We assume a peer-to-peer system in which the participating hosts are heterogeneous 
and fully autonomous. When a host receives a video service, it can cache some data 
and supply it upon request to other hosts in the system. Each host decides by its own 
on the amount of disk space to contribute and can change its contribution any time it 
wants. In other words, a host assumes no obligation in keeping any data it caches. Even 
a seeding host, which provides the first copy of some video to the system, can recycle the 
occupied space whenever it deems necessary. For video management in such a system, 
the following two parameters are of concern: 
• Video Accessibility: The number of hops that a host has to search in order to find 
a set of peers that can complement each other to supply a complete video. 
• Video Availability: The number of distinct sets of peers that can provide a complete 
video. 
We note that the first parameter determines the cost of video lookup. A higher accessi-
bility means a smaller system scope needs to be searched in order to assemble a complete 
video. The second parameter, on the other hand, measures the effectiveness of a video 
caching solution. It is a measure of video redundancy in the whole system and also a 
reflection of the system capacity of serving video requests. Because each supplying set 
of peers can provide a complete video independently, maintaining as many distinct sets 
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as possible not only makes a video more fault tolerant, but also reduces the chance of 
creating server bottleneck. Obviously, a good video management technique should be 
able to maximize both video accessibility and availability. 
3. 2 Cell Overview 
Without loss of generality, we consider only one video. In our solution, we partition 
the video into n segments, S1 , S2 , • • ·, and Sn, each has the same size in storage. The 
operation on video data, such as caching and deleting, is performed by segment. We 
will call a host as a caching host if it caches any part of the video; otherwise, it is a 
non-caching host. 
Our main idea is to group the caching hosts into cells based on the video segments 
they cache. Each cell is a cluster of caching hosts that together can supply a complete 
set of video segments. Figure 3.1 shows an example of such grouping, where the video 
is partitioned into four segments. In our scheme, every caching host belongs to only 
one cell and each cell is an independent supplying unit of a video. A cell may contain 
only one host if the host caches the whole video. For example, the seeding host, which 
supplies the first copy of the video to the system, may be a cell by its own. Each cell 
is associated with a binary relation, called CacheTable, which tracks the cell members 
and the corresponding video segments they cache. Each row of CacheTable is a tuple of 
(h, s), where h represents a member host ands denotes a segment cached by this host. A 
cell's CacheTable is replicated among all members of a cell so that a cell can be located 
through any member of the cell. To efficiently retrieve the list of video segments cached 
by a cell member, or vice versa, we can hash or build a B+ -tree index on each field. 
Alternatively, we can also store them in two adjacency matrixes instead of a relational 
table. Thus, given a cell, say c, we will refer to its CacheTable as c.CacheTable and 
will not concern ourselves with its implementation details. 
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caching host cell1 
(:~~:) 
/ 
non-caching host 
Cache Table for cell 2 
Host Segment 
Hz s, 
Ha s, 
Ha Sa 
Ha 54 
Hs 52 
Hs 54 
video segments 
Figure 3.1 Cell example 
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By organizing caching hosts into cells, the video lookup cost can be dramatically 
reduced. First, to look for a complete set of video segments, a client just needs to locate 
a cell and this can be done by finding a caching host. Thus, the search scope of a video 
look can be dramatically reduced, which is now determined by the client's distance to 
its nearest caching host, instead of the furthest one that caches the last missing segment. 
Second, because searching for a video is now simplified as searching for any part of the 
video, the operation of searching video v, say Search(v), can be implemented using any 
advanced algorithms developed for efficient file search in peer-to-peer systems. 
In addition to reducing video lookup cost, cell organization also makes it possible to 
coordinate video caching at cell level to balance segment redundancy. For example, in 
Figure 3.1, when host H6 downloads data from cell1 and is willing to cache one segment, 
it should cache either S2 or S3 . Likewise, deleting video segments can also be coordinated 
at cell level. In Figure 3.1, if host H 3 needs to delete two segments, it can delete S1 and 
S4 , since these two segments are also cached by other two members in the cell. As we will 
see shortly, a cell usually is very small in size (i.e., the number of its members). Thus, 
the coordination of video caching within one cell does not incur much computation and 
communication overhead. Yet, it can balance cache redundancy and maximally protect 
the video integrity of each cell. 
3.3 Cell Operations 
3.3.1 Cache 
Initially, the system has only one cell, from which all clients download video data. 
To request a video v, a client can call Search(v), which may return several caching hosts 
belonging to different cells. Since each cell can provide a complete set of video segments, 
the client can select any cell as its service provider. In reality, however, the client may 
choose to download data from the members in different cells, based on their current 
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available bandwidth or underlying physical network topology to balance link stress. 
Before downloading video segments from a cell, the client retrieves its CacheTable from 
the cell's member found by Search(v). A host h served by a cell c can cache some video 
data, say n segments, using the Cache(n, c) procedure in Figure 3.2. 
Cache(n,c) 
l. Retrieve c.CacheTable from the cell that serves the host; 
2. Check c.CacheTable and for each video segment, calculate its redun-
dancy, i.e., the number of hosts in the cell that cache this segment; 
3. Cache then segments that have the smallest redundancy values; 
4. For each newly cached segment, says, add tuple (h, s) to c.CacheTable. 
5. Update each cell member with the new c.CacheTable. 
Figure 3.2 Cache(n, c): cache n segments to host h in cell c 
3.3.2 Split 
When a host brings some new segments into a cell (e.g., calling Cache() procedure), 
the host needs to check if the cell can be split. In our implementation, we split a cell if 
its members can be grouped into two distinct subsets, each can provide a complete set of 
video segments. There are two reasons to split a cell whenever possible. First, keeping a 
cell as small as possible minimizes the size of CacheTable and reduces its management 
costs, such as cache coordination. Second, because each cell is an independent video 
supplier and each caching host belongs to only one cell, creating as many cells as possible 
reduces the chance of creating network bottleneck. 
To check if a cell can be split, one can try all possible combinations of its members. 
This approach, however, may require intensive computation. Given a cell with k hosts, 
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cell 1 Cache Table for cell 1 
~ 
Host Segment 
H, s2 
H, s3 
H, s, 
H2 s, 
H3 s, 
H3 s. 
H• s. 
H, s2 
H, s, 
cell 1 
~ 
Split! 
Cache Table for cell 
Cache Table for cell 1 Host Segment 
Host Segment H• s, 
H, s2 H• s. 
H, s3 H• s, 
H, s. H, s2 
H2 s, H, s, 
Figure 3.3 Split example 
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totally there are H ci + C'f + ... + c;-1) different splits and the computation cost is 
0(2k). To avoid exhaustive search, we develop the following split algorithm. Given a cell, 
we put all its members in a set called OldSet and create a new empty set called NewSet. 
Then we try to find a host in OldSet such that without this host, the remaining hosts 
in OldSet can still provide a complete video. If such a host is found we move this host 
from OldSet to N ewSet. We repeat his procedure until no such host can be found in 
OldSet. If the resulting N ewSet can provide a complete video it means the original cell 
can be split into two cells by the hosts in OldSet and N ewSet respectively. Each time 
when we decide which host to move, we choose the host that can provide the maximum 
number of segments that are currently missing in N ewSet. Following we will prove that 
using this algorithm a cell can always be split into two cells as long as it is possible. 
Proof: Suppose using the split algorithm described above the resulting N ewSet 
cannot provide a complete video. However, using some other algorithms the original cell 
can be split into two separate sets OldSet' and N ewSet' and each can provide a complete 
set of video segments. Now we need to prove such two sets OldSet' and NewSet' do 
not exist. Because OldSet and N ewSet can always be changed to OldSet' and N ewSet' 
respectively by switching some hosts in OldSet and some hosts in N ewSet, let us assume 
this can be done by switching a subset of hosts S in OldSet and a subset of hosts S' 
in NewSet. After switching Sand S', NewSet becomes NewSet' which can provide a 
complete video. As each host in S' brings some missing segments to N ewSet, all the 
missing segments previously provided by S' must now be provided by S. Furthermore, S 
can also provide all the segments that are missing in N ewSet in order to make N ewSet' 
a complete video. In other words, hosts in S can provide more missing segments than 
those in S. But according to the split algorithm, each time when we move a host from 
OldSet to N ewSet, we choose the host that can provide maximum number of missing 
segments to NewSet. So it is impossible that there exists another subset Sin OldSet 
that can provide more missing segments to N ewSet than S' in N ewSet. This leads to 
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contradiction and OldSet' and N ewSet' cannot exist. 
When host h joins cell c with some new segments, it calls the Split(c) procedure in 
Figure 3.4. 
In the above algorithm, we split a cell based on the video data cached by its members. 
Such split is suitable when users do not require to play a video while downloading it. 
We note that in today's peer-to-peer video sharing systems such as Kazaa, users usually 
download videos in the background first and examine their content later, because the 
underlying network simply cannot support them to stream a video at its regular playback 
rate. According to [21], 303 of downloads of small objects (less than lOMB) take over 
an hour, and 103 take nearly a day. For large objects (more than lOOMB), 503 of 
downloads take more than a day and nearly 203 of users take more than a week to 
complete. It is possible, however, to configure our cell to support play-while-downloading 
when this is demanded and the bandwidth is available. For example, we can choose not 
to split a cell unless the outbound bandwidth of the hosts in each new cell can be 
aggregated to deliver their cached video at its regular playback rate. We may also 
take other factors into account, such as network topology, when such information can be 
obtained, say using topology probing [30]. In this case, the hosts that are physically close 
to each other may be grouped into a cell. We leave these options for future investigation. 
3.3.3 Delete 
When a host h in cell c needs to delete n segments, it calls the Delete(n, c) algorithm 
in Figure 3.5 to delete the most redundant segments in the highest priority. 
3.3.4 Merge 
A cell is regarded broken when its video integrity is broken. A cell can be found 
broken when its members delete a non-redundant video segment, or a host tries to 
download video from the cell, in which case some cell member has been off-line unex-
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Split(c) 
1. Make a copy of c.CacheTable and name it Tablel; 
2. Create a new empty cache table and name it Table2; 
3. Set RemoveM ore to be true; 
4. Repeat the following steps until RemoveM ore becomes false 
• Check each host listed in Tablel, mark it if all segments it caches 
are also cached by other hosts in the table; 
• If no host is marked, set RemoveMore to be false; 
• Otherwise, perform the following steps: 
- For each marked host, calculate the benefit of including this 
host in Table2 by checking each of its cached segments : 
* If the segment can be found in Table2, decrease benefit by 
l; 
* Otherwise increase benefit by 1; 
- Recruit the host with the largest benefit by moving all its 
corresponding tuples from Tablel to Table2; 
- Unmark all marked hosts; 
- If Tablel has contained all segments of the video, set 
RemoveM ore to be false; 
5. If Table2 contains a complete set of video segments, then split the cell 
as follows: 
• Discard c.CacheTable; 
• For each host listed in Tablel, replace its CacheTable with Tablel; 
• For each host listed in Table2, replace its CacheTable with Table2; 
6. Otherwise, discard Tablel and Table2. 
Figure 3.4 Split(c): split cell c into two cells 
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Delete(n, c) 
1. Check c.CacheTable and for each video segment cached by this host, 
calculate its redundancy; 
2. Delete the n segments that have the largest redundancy values; 
3. For each segment deleted, says, delete tuple (h, s) from c.CacheTable; 
4. Update each cell member with new c.CacheTable. 
Figure 3.5 Delete(n, c): delete n segments from host h in cell c 
pectedly. When a host finds a broken cell, it calls Search(v), the same procedure used to 
search for a video. The cells found during this search will be used to house the remaining 
members of the broken cell. We call this process as merge. Now the problem is, given 
a caching host and a list of cells, which one should this host join? One consideration is 
to balance cache redundancy of a cell, i.e., a caching host should joins a cell whose least 
redundant segments can be maximally reinforced. We say a segment is redundancy-i 
in a cell if it is cached by i members of the cell. For each segment cached by this host, 
we can check its redundancy in each cell. A cell is then selected if it has the largest 
number of redundancy-I segments cached by this host. If two cells has the same number 
of redundancy-I segments cached by this host, then we select the cell with the larger 
number of redundancy-2 segments cached by this host, and so forth. 
To merge a broken cell be with a list of cells cList, we call the Merge(bc,cList) 
procedure in Figure 3.6. The Select(h, cList) procedure in Merge(bc, cList) is shown 
in Figure 3.7. We note that when a new member joins a cell, the cell acquires more 
segments and this may result in a split. 
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M erge(be, eList) 
1. For each caching host h in the broken cell be, perform the following steps: 
• Call Seleet(h, eList) to find a cell, say e, from eList to accommodate 
host h; 
• Make host h a new member of cell e: 
- For each segment s cached by host h, add a tuple (h, s) to 
e.CaeheTable; 
- For each host listed in e.CaeheTable, update it with new 
e.CaeheTable; 
• Call Split(e); 
• If any new cell is created, append it to eList. 
Figure 3.6 M erge(be, eList ): merge broken cell be with cell list eList 
Seleet(h, eList) 
1. Set r = 1; 
2. Repeat the following steps until only one cell remains in eList: 
• For each cell in eList, say e, mark its segments whose redundancy 
in the cell is r; 
• Let benefitc be the number of redundancy-r segments in cell e that 
are cached by host h; 
• Remove cell e from eList if its benef itc is not the largest; 
• Increment r by 1; 
3. Return the cell in eList; 
Figure 3.7 Seleet(h, eList): select a cell from cell list eList to accommodate 
host h 
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CHAPTER4. PERFORMANCESTUDY 
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of the proposed Cell scheme. To evaluate 
its effectiveness on improving video accessibility and availability, we compare it with a 
baseline approach in which each host caches and deletes video data without collaboration. 
To cache k segments of a video, a host can have several options. For instances, it can 
cache first k segments, last k segments, or just randomly choose k segments. Similar 
options are available when deleting segments. The first two options are commonly used 
for proxy server to cache video data. However, they will perform poorly here because 
they cache data bialy, preferring only certain portion of a video. Thus, we choose to 
implement the third option, i.e., each host caches and deletes video segments randomly. 
We will simply refer to this baseline implementation as Random. 
4.1 Simulation Model 
To facilitate our performance study, we have implemented a Gnutella-like peer-to-
peer network simulator. The network in our simulation consists of 10,000 hosts, which 
we believe is large enough for us to see the performance trend of the two techniques. In 
our simulation, each host connects to at least 3 other hosts and has about 7 neighbors 
in average. Roughly, we simulate a network with 15-hop distance. We consider only 
one video and partition it into 1000 segments, each has an equal size of lMB. The 
host caching capacity is assumed to be skewed and follows a Zipf distribution. We 
consider two different skews, 0.5 and 1.0, where a higher skew means more hosts have 
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less caching capacity. In our implementation, each caching host uses two equal-size 
buffers, one holding the segments cached by using Cell and the other for the segments 
cached by using Random. This allows us to test the two techniques simultaneously and 
capture their exact performance difference. 
When collecting performance data, we make a snap shot of the entire network. Then 
for each host, we determine its video accessibility, i.e., the minimum TTL value a 
Gnutella query needs to set in order to search a complete video, and calculate their 
average under two techniques. We use the number of cells created by Cell approach as 
its video availability. For Random scheme, we treat all caching hosts as one big cell and 
then split it recursively using our cell split algorithm. The number of cells it generates 
is then reported as the video availability under this approach. 
4.2 Simulation Results 
Our simulation consists of three distinct phases: caching, caching-and-deleting, and 
deleting. We explain them as follows and examine the performance of the underlying 
techniques accordingly. 
4.2.1 Caching Simulation 
We start this simulation by randomly choosing a host to seed the first copy of the 
video. Then each time we randomly choose a non-caching host and make it generate 
a video request. After its request is satisfied, it caches a number of video segments 
corresponding to its given caching capacity. This process is repeated until network 
caching capacity, i.e., the number of segments cached by the hosts in the entire system, 
reaches 50 * 1000 segments (i.e., 50 copies of the video). 
Figure 4.1 shows the video accessibility under the two techniques with two different 
skews. In the beginning, the video accessibility is the same under both techniques -
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averagely each host is about 8 hops away from the seeding host. As hosts start to 
request the video and spread out video data, the two curves for Cell drop very quickly. 
For example, given a skew of host caching capacity equal to 1.0, when the network cache 
capacity increases from 1 to 10 copies of the video, the search scope for a video lookup is 
reduced from 8 to 4 hops in average, a 1003 improvement on the video accessibility. In 
comparison, under the same setting, Random can reduce the average search scope less 
than 1 hop. This can result in a huge difference in lookup cost, because the number of 
hosts increases exponentially with respect to the number of hops. Given a network with 
an average host degree of d, the maximum number of hosts within h hops is d1 + d2 + 
· · · + dh. In our case, each host has about 7 neighbors in average. If we apply Gnutella's 
breadth-first search, a host under Random would have to search up to 71 + 72 + · · · + 77 
hosts in order to find a complete set of video segments. In contrast, the number under 
Cell is no more than 71 + 72 + 73 + 74 . We note that this performance difference comes 
from the fact that in Cell, the search scope of a requesting host is determined by its 
distance to the nearest caching hosts, while in Random, this is determined by the furthest 
host among those where it downloads the video from. The figure also shows that Cell 
performs even better when the host caching capacity is skewer. This is simply because 
with a fixed network capacity, there are more caching hosts when the average host 
caching capacity reduces. 
We now look at the performance of the two techniques in maintaining video availabil-
ity. Figure 4.2 shows that the video availability under both schemes is most influenced 
by the network caching capacity and little by the skew factor. However, Cell performs 
much better than Random and their performance gap becomes larger with the increase 
of network caching capacity. When the aggregated network caching capacity can keep 
five copies of the video videos, the cells it creates is about two times than Random 
does. As the caching capacity increases to 50, the performance difference between Cell 
and Random is about three times. This is not surprising because the cell-level caching 
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coordination in our scheme allows a host to cache the less redundant segments in higher 
priority. It is worth mentioning that Cell incurs no computation and communication 
overhead unless some host needs to cache or delete video data; and when this happens, 
such cost is very minimal because a cell is usually very slim. As Figure 4.3 shows, the 
average cell size is less than 5 and 15 when the skew is 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. We 
note that maintaining as many cells possible not only makes a video more fault-tolerant, 
but also reduces the chance of creating hot network links, increasing the overall system 
serving capacity. 
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4.2.2 Caching-and-Deleting Simulation 
After the caching simulation, we continue with caching-and-deleting simulation. This 
phase consists of a series of operations, each of which consists of two steps: caching and 
deleting. For each operation, we first randomly select a non-caching host to generate a 
video request and then cache some video segments. Then we randomly choose a caching 
host and make it randomly delete some video segments, from 01 to the number of 
segments it caches. As showed in Figure 4.4 and and Figure 4.5, both Random and Cell 
are quite stable in maintaining their performance - their performance changes are hardly 
noticeable. The curves for the average cell sizes are also fiat as shown in Figure 4.6. 
This performance result indicates that Cell is very robust in maintaining cell integrity. 
4.2.3 Deleting Simulation 
We continue the caching-and-deleting phase with a deleting phase. During this pe-
riod, each time we randomly choose one caching host and make it delete some video 
segments, the number of which is randomly generated between 1 and the total segments 
cached by this host. The deleting process is repeated until the network cache capacity 
is reduced to 0. Figure 4. 7 shows the video accessibility under the two schemes. An 
interesting phenomenon is, the curves for Cell are nearly fiat, regardless of caching skew. 
This can be explained as follows. In Cell, unless a caching host deletes all its data, its 
deletion does not reduce video accessibility because it is still a gateway to a cell. In 
our simulation, each deletion most likely causes a host to deletes just some part of its 
cached data. As a result, the video accessibility under Cell is not changed noticeable 
until at the end, all caching host has very few segments remain and every deletion turns 
one of them into a non-caching host. In comparison, Random performs worse as the 
network shrinks its cache capacity. In this scheme, a host has to expand its search scope 
as long as any one of its supplying peers deletes a critical segment. The figure shows 
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that the video accessibility under Cell with both skews is more than 100% better than 
that under Random. Again, this is very significant when we translate the search scope 
into the actual lookup cost. 
The video availability under both schemes reduces when the network cache capacity 
shrinks, as showed in Figure 4.8 . The figure again indicate that this performance metric 
is not very sensitive to the caching skew. However, in all stages, the number of cells 
maintained by the proposed scheme is more than two times of that by Random. With 
cache coordination, a caching host always deletes redundant segments first. A cell is 
broken only when a member has deleted all redundant segments and needs to recycle 
more cache space. Thus, our scheme can maximally protect the video integrity in a cell. 
We note the average cell size, showed in Figure 4.9 , increases very quickly when the 
network caching capacity becomes very low. This is simply because when most caching 
hosts can cache only a few segments, a cell needs to aggregate more hosts in order to pro-
vide a complete video. While our Cell technique allows a host to contribute any amount 
of disk space, maintaining a large number of hosts in a cell, each contributing only a 
tiny disk space, may cause significant overhead. To control the cell size, we can either 
include in a cell only the hosts that have some minimum contribution. Alternatively, we 
can simply partition a video into a less number of segments. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A peer-to-peer system allows a participating host to contribute its computing re-
source, such as CPU cycle, communication bandwidth, and disk space, to the whole 
community. This feature makes it possible to built atop it, at a minimal cost, an enor-
mous network for distributing resource-demanding objects, like videos, the subject of 
this paper. Unlike other types of files, a video file is usually very large in size and could 
be broken into pieces residing on different hosts. Thus, a client requesting a video may 
have to assemble it from many scattering pieces. This presents a critical challenge to the 
existing peer-to-peer file lookup techniques, which are developed under the assumption 
that a host either stores a file in its whole, or not at all. 
To address this problem, we present a technique, namely cell, for peer-to-peer video 
management. With our cell approach, looking for a video is transformed into looking for 
a peer that caches any part of the video, which can then be performed by using efficient 
peer-to-peer file search techniques available today. Since a client can always contact its 
nearest caching peer for a complete video, the search scope of a video lookup can be 
minimized. In addition to bringing a video closer to its requester, our cell technique also 
significantly enhances the availability of a video in the whole system through caching 
coordination. Within a cell, data caching and deleting can be done based on the data 
redundancy of the cell. As our performance study indicates, such caching coordination 
can maximally protect the video integrity in a cell and prolong its service time. By 
maintaining as many cells as possible, our technique makes a video more fault-tolerant 
and more importantly, reduces the chance of creating network bottleneck, because a 
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client have more options in choosing its service providers. 
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